
MODEL

PL V 9.5W DIR

Model：9.5PLV/827/DIR/R, 
9.5PLV/xxx/DIR/RC

Where xxx means 824-965 which indicated 
CRI and color temperature

*GREEN CREATIVE has provided this ballast compatibility chart for guidance when selecting a ballast and lamp combination. Lamps were tested for compatibility with the above listed Instant Start (IS) and
Programmed Start (PS) ballasts. Ballasts that do not appear on the chart might still be compatible but have not been tested. All testing has been performed with a stable main supply. The quality of the local main,
existing installation and wiring, as well as different manufacturer versions of the above ballasts may affect lamp performance. Since no assurance can be provided regarding these factors, it is a general
recommendation to perform a test on-site prior to installing the LED lamps. sts that do not appear on the chart might still be compatible but have not been tested. All testing has been performed with a stable main
supply. The quality of the local main, existing installation and wiring, as well as different manufacturer versions of the above ballasts may affect lamp performance. Since no assurance can be provided regarding these
factors, it is a general recommendation to perform a test on-site prior to installing the LED lamps.

OK = Fully Compatible
X = Incompatible

1 Lamp 2 Lamps

Philips - Advance   ICF-2S13-M1-BS-QS PS OK X
Philips - Advance  ICF-2S18-M1-BS-QS PS OK X
Philips - Advance  ICF-2S26-M1-BS-QS PS OK X
Philips - Advance  ICF-2S18-H1-LD PS OK OK
Philips - Advance  ICF-2S26-H1-LD PS OK X
Philips - Advance  ICF-2S26-H1-LD-QS PS OK OK
Philips - Advance  ICF-2S42-M2-LD PS OK X
Philips - Advance  IZT-2S26-M5-BS PS / DIM OK OK
Philips - Advance  IZT-2S26-M5-LD PS / DIM OK OK
Philips - Advance  IZT-2T42-M5-BS PS / DIM X OK
Philips - Advance  IZT-2T42-M5-LD PS / DIM X OK
Philips - Advance  VEZ-1T42-M2-BS PS Only 277V OK X
Sylvania  QTP 1/2x18CF/UNV PS OK X
Sylvania  QTP 2x26CF/UNV DM PS OK X
Sylvania  QTP 2x26/32/42CF/UNV DM PS Only 277V OK X
Hatch  HC213PS/UV/D PS OK X
Hatch  HC226PS/UV/D PS OK X
Hatch  HC242PS/UV/D PS OK X
Triad/Universal Lighting  C213UNVBES PS Only 277V OK X
Triad/Universal Lighting  C218UNVME PS OK X
Triad/Universal Lighting  C218UNVBE PS OK X
Triad/Universal Lighting  C2642UNVME PS OK X
Triad/Universal Lighting  C2642UNVBE PS OK X

ELECTRONIC BALLAST COMPATIBILITY

Brand Model Type

Compatibility

(Ballasts are compatible with 120V &
277V unless otherwise noted)



PL V 9.5W DIR

*GREEN CREATIVE has provided this ballast compatibility chart for guidance when selecting a ballast and lamp combination. Lamps were tested for compatibility with the above listed Instant Start (IS) and Programmed
Start (PS) ballasts. Ballasts that do not appear on the chart might still be compatible but have not been tested. All testing has been performed with a stable main supply. The quality of the local main, existing installation
and wiring, as well as different manufacturer versions of the above ballasts may affect lamp performance. Since no assurance can be provided regarding these factors, it is a general recommendation to perform a test
on-site prior to installing the LED lamps. sts that do not appear on the chart might still be compatible but have not been tested. All testing has been performed with a stable main supply. The quality of the local main,
existing installation and wiring, as well as different manufacturer versions of the above ballasts may affect lamp performance. Since no assurance can be provided regarding these factors, it is a general recommendation
to perform a test on-site prior to installing the LED lamps.

OK = Fully Compatible
X = Incompatible

*GREEN CREATIVE has provided this dimmer compatibility chart for guidance when selecting a ballast, dimmer and lamp combination. Lamps were tested for compatibility with the above listed ballasts and dimmers. 
Ballasts and dimmers that do not appear on the chart might still be compatible but have not been tested. All testing has been performed with a stable main supply. The quality of the local main, existing installation and 
wiring, as well as different manufacturer versions of the above ballasts may affect lamp performance. Since no assurance can be provided regarding these factors, it is a general recommendation to perform a test on-
site prior to installing the LED lamps. 

1 Lamp 2 Lamps

Howard Lighting  EP2/13CF/MV/2 PS OK X
Howard Lighting  EP2/18CF/MV/2 PS OK X
Howard Lighting  EP2/26CF/MV/2 PS OK X
Howard Lighting  EP2/42CF/MV/2 PS OK X
Sola  E-724-U-226-M1-S PS OK X

ELECTRONIC BALLAST COMPATIBILITY

Brand Model Type

Compatibility

(Ballasts are compatible with 120V &
277V unless otherwise noted)

 IZT-2S26-M5-BS  IZT-2S26-M5-LD IZT-2T42-M5-BS IZT-2T42-M5-LD

Lutron Nova  NTSTV-DV OK OK OK OK
Lutron Diva  DVSCTV OK OK OK OK
Lutron Nova  NFTV OK OK OK OK
Lutron Diva  DVSTV OK OK OK OK

Brand Series Model

DIMMER COMPATIBILITY 0-10V

Ballast

Philips Advance


